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Preface
Being productive is an art form. Think of your current work habits. How do you
spend your time on the clock? Are you focused and productive enough? Be honest.
Is your attention span unbreakable? Or are you more of an “I’ll jump around from
task to task and eventually get something done… probably… at some point” type?
Let’s be clear about one thing, we are not here to judge. You are who you are, but in
either case, you can likely aﬀord to improve.
For an entrepreneur, being productive and making the most of your resources
means maximizing potential. As it stands right now, the only thing standing
between yourself and wallet-fattening, soul-fulﬁlling success could be… you.
Are you parched for progress? Are you famished for ﬂuency and focus? Are you uh…
annoyed by our alliteration?
The long and short of it is that this book is slammed from cover to cover with
life-enriching, nasty-habit-obliterating, productivity-multiplying goodies. It’s time to
ﬁll that sleeve with tricks and equip you for market/industry/world domination.**
Let’s get started!

**Please do not take over the world. If you do, we assume NO legal liability for the ensuing entropy.
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Part 1.

Finding your “why”
What do you do? How do you do it? And perhaps most
importantly, why do you do it?
Many people never take the time to stop and smell the
roses, as they say. So what on earth would make them stop
for long enough to examine their own behavior, analyze it,
and take corrective measures?
What would make them realize that they have all of the
answers? That all they need to know is where to look for
them?
Well, books like this, hopefully.
The chances are that you’re familiar with the following tired,
yet tried and true sentiment: Intention accounts for a massive chunk of reality. Sure, it could be classiﬁed as a cliché,
but that doesn’t do anything to debunk its validity.
Say that you hold the door for an old lady as she scoots her
motorized cart through it. Where was your head – rather,
where was your heart when you made that split-second
decision?
Was it truly an altruistic, self-sacriﬁcial, enlightenment-ﬁlled,
bleeding-heart-driven random act of kindness?
Or was it one of those “If I just walk right through without
letting her in, the cashier will see and I’ll look like a huge jerk,”
situations?
We know what you’re thinking: “Either way, I held the door,
so what’s the diﬀerence?”
The diﬀerence might seem invisible right now, but you can
uncover it by zooming out and taking a screen shot of your
life over time.
Examining the deeper reasoning, motivation, or purpose
that underlies your actions and behavior is often the key to
amending the tendencies you have and trading up for
better, healthier, and more productive ones.

Intention might be
invisible, but so is
air. And you need
that stuﬀ.

Well how exactly am I supposed to get started? It
seems like way too broad of a concept to wrestle,
and I don’t know where to take the ﬁrst bite.
Up top, you need to know this: You can talk the talk for the rest of your natural life without ever actually
taking even a single baby step in the right direction. Actions speak louder.
So many people get caught in the trap of being vague with their goals. Surely you’ve seen speakers and
even brands boast about “the hustle” like it’s going out of style, but what exactly is it that they are doing?
You will ﬁnd that focusing on real, actionable, tangible ways to increase productivity and reach for the
stars will bear noticeably more fruit. I mean, we’re talking a whole orchard more.
The setting of concrete goals while keeping your vision clear and transparent will help you with both the
formulation of a game plan and the whole “sticking to it” part.

STEP 1: TOOT YOUR OWN HORN (AKA LIST YOUR CAREER HIGHLIGHTS).
This could seem hard to narrow down at ﬁrst, but think of it this way: Zero in on the events that had the
greatest positive impact on you, your attitude, and how you operate in both the business and personal
realms of your life.
Some things seem small on the outside, but make serious waves internally, so be sure to include those
as well. Size isn’t important here, but magnitude is, if that makes sense. The eﬀect these events had on
you is the key.
Now, it is painfully true how accurate the yin/yang dynamic is and how applicable it seems to be in every
situation. Balance is a constant, and polarity can get you into trouble when you try to isolate two sides of
the very same coin.
Many of the things we experience in our journeys are riddled with both pleasurable and stomach-churning aspects, and we get that. Don’t get caught up here.
Maybe you achieved a lifelong goal, but totally neglected your signiﬁcant other in the process, and your
distraction from the romance totally tanked your relationship.
Although they appear inseparable, see if you can focus on the good and the bad one at a time – at least
for this exercise.
Not every little thing is as objectively black or white as we would like it to be, but for this step, we are
really urging you to separate the wheat from the chaﬀ as best you can.
Starting oﬀ on a positive foot should ease you into the process. These highlights can come in a
plethora of shapes and sizes, so deﬁnitely avoid preoccupying yourself with whether or not
something is worthy enough to make the list.
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Starting oﬀ on a positive foot should ease you into the process. These highlights can come in a plethora
of shapes and sizes, so deﬁnitely avoid preoccupying yourself with whether or not something is worthy
enough to make the list.
See if you can list ﬁve especially memorable, spine-tingling moments when you had that unshakeable
feeling that you were on the right path, at long last.
Of course, winning an award or receiving praise from publications and judges would fall under this category. However, don’t forget that dedication-inspiring encouragement like that can just as easily grace
your journey on a smaller scale.
That is, if you’re paying close enough attention.
Sometimes, a simple letter of thanks from a happy customer or a smile from someone whose life has
changed as a result of your care and attention can do wonders for the soul.
After all, what better validation is there than knowing that you made a positive impact on the life of someone else?
Got your list? Okay, on to the not-as-fun-but-equally-as-important part of the process.

STEP 2: LIST YOUR CAREER LOW-LIGHTS. THAT’S A WORD, RIGHT? NO? WELL
IT SHOULD BE. I’M CALLING MERRIAM-WEBSTER.
At ﬁrst glance, this part might seem expendable and borderline disqualiﬁable because of the very nature
of what you’re digging up.
Who wants to relive mistakes? Who wants to live in the past? Who wants to beat themselves up over
regrets and think about the negative when they can just as easily focus on the positive?
While those gripes are perfectly valid, please don’t be turned oﬀ by this. It is admittedly not as ego-stroking as the ﬁrst step, but we promise, it matters just as much.
In the present moment, negative events that have had a major impact on you can be turned into life-giving opportunities to learn and improve instead of simple lingering skeletons in your dust-ﬁlled, and in all
likelihood odorous, closet.
A failure is just an opportunity to learn, adjust, and win in the future. If you approach this list with that
mindset, you’ll be relieved at how painless it can be to riﬂe through your past.
These low-lights, like the highlights you listed already, can come in all sorts of forms, so stay open and
try not to pass any judgment just yet.
A seemingly harmless mistake like ringing a celebrity up with the wrong coupon code and being mortally
embarrassed certainly counts.
On the other end of the spectrum, a major lapse in judgment that resulted in your termination
from a position would also qualify.
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STEP 3: LOOK FOR A COMMON THREAD. THERE HAS TO BE SOMETHING STRINGING
ALL OF THESE ITEMS TOGETHER.
Obviously, if you are just taking things for their surface-level value, you will retort with something like,
“What does me winning the Nobel Prize have to do with that time I dropped a vase when I worked at
Target?”
This means that you’re not digging deep enough. Grab that shovel and go to town. Dig straight to China
if you have to. Take the time to read into the subtext of the events, and you just might strike gold.
Because it can be sort of tricky to pick these things apart on your own without being overcome by
self-defense and eager justiﬁcation, we recommend sharing your list with a friend to get an unbiased
outside opinion.
This person will serve as a fresh pair of eyes and ears. Find someone that you trust and respect deeply,
book a coﬀee date, and bring a notepad. The odds are that this friend will hear things you didn’t even say,
and likely couldn’t have seen on your own.
Don’t be surprised if you come up with multiple common threads – this is normal, and means that your
potential for self-improvement is now greater than you expected. Score!
When looking for this thread, it would help to boil everything down into a more generalized form. We’re
talking about zooming out and getting a big-picture perspective on each item.
By doing this, you would realize that dropping a vase could be a form of inattentiveness or absentmindedness. Maybe you were looking at a particularly attractive customer, or gooﬁng oﬀ with another
employee, or you were trying to text.
As for winning the Nobel Prize, you could maybe break that down into a striving for recognition, fame,
achievement, success, or excellence. Do you have a competitive nature? Are you goal-oriented? Insatiably driven?
Maybe you just wanted to be onstage in front of a ton of people to receive an award. Maybe you just
wanted to give that acceptance speech. Maybe you get a kick out of having a large platform. These are
all possible generalizations you could extract from that.
Likewise, another common theme that pops up in the lives of many is the desire to help others and make
a positive impact. Bringing value to this world, answering questions, solving problems, and changing
lives.
When you really examine the fundamental atom-sized building blocks that comprise your intentions,
isn’t that the ultimate hunger of countless wantrepreneurs around the globe?

STEP 4: BREAK IT DOWN. LIKE, AGAIN. BUT FURTHER.
Okay, so this is a lot like step 3, we know. What sets this level apart is that you should be looking for
massive, general overarching themes that pervade every step you take in your career – the
good ones, the bad ones, and even the ugly ones.
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This is sort of like trying to discern the moral of a movie when they don’t lay it on very thick in the dialogue
or the plot. Sometimes you leave the theater thinking, “Why on earth did any of that even happen? What
was I supposed to take from that?”
This is sort of like trying to discern the moral of a movie when they don’t lay it on very thick in the dialogue
or the plot. Sometimes you leave the theater thinking, “Why on earth did any of that even happen? What
was I supposed to take from that?”
These are the questions you are trying to answer with this step. You are literally ﬁnding your “why” – and
once you address that, the rest of the revelation starts to ﬂow in much more smoothly. You’ve ﬁnally
gotten to the bottom of it. Congratulations!
Some examples of these hyper-general and oversimpliﬁed themes include the building and preservation of relationships and the value of an “I can totally overcome this and bounce back stronger than ever”
attitude.
Let’s go over what we’ve learned and how and why it helps.
First, you need to ask what you are doing. Seriously, what the heck are you doing? That’s the initial step
that kicks it all oﬀ, and for this, you need a very basic level of self-awareness.
The next level down, underneath that crust, is the how. How do you do what you do? In what manner do
you carry out your daily activities? Through what means? With what attitude?
If you’ve answered these questions, and you’ve managed to dig this deep, pat yourself on the back. The
why is the most essential, and yet most evasive, aspect in the relationship between you and your behavior.
Simply ask yourself, Why am I doing this? Essentially, this is searching for the root, what connects the
trunk and its branches to the soil, nutrients, and other things that this digging/plant metaphor need to
stay aﬂoat.
Your intention is of the utmost importance. Once you discover why you do these things, you can easily
pinpoint the healthiest, safest, most responsible and productive route of pursuing the deeper things
you’re actually striving for.
This direct approach provides enough clarity to boost your eﬃciency so that you can spend your valuable
time cutting to the chase.
Have you ever heard someone aimlessly ramble on for an hour? You just want to grab them by the shoulders and shake them, shouting in their face, “GET TO THE POINT ALREADY!”
You might even ﬁnd yourself doing that with this book, but the miracle of it is that you are already there.
You have found the point. You’re standing in it. The point, of this and quite literally everything, is the why.
Dive into this, and you ﬁnd the key that unlocks what makes you tick. There is no better way to equip
yourself for productivity than this.
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Okay, so you talked my ear oﬀ about giant,
overarching themes. Does this chapter have one?

Of course it does. We didn’t string you along for no reason. You know us better than that.
We touched on it several times here, but it wouldn’t hurt to reiterate: Intention, mentality, and attitude are
kings. These aspects of the why have an undeniable impact on the outcome of anything you do.
Conveniently, the more you know about your past, the more equipped you are for the future. Zooming out
better equips you to zoom in. Weird, huh?
Begin with the intention of becoming more productive so you can better achieve your goals (winning
awards, receiving validation, building relationships, helping others, impacting the world, etc.) and watch
what happens next.
Luckily for you, we have the intention of helping you do exactly that, and two heads are better than one.

+
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Part 2.
Having the right mindset
means dropping the
wrong habits
Of course you want to be productive. It’s a basic
human desire that you’ve been nursing over the
years.
A life of mediocrity, peaking only on Wednesday
afternoons when your favorite soap opera
comes on, does not appeal to you. You want
more. You want to create, you want to learn, you
want to grow.
The key is maintaining focus and steering clear
of alluring distractions. You need metaphorical
blinders.
“Before we start, what do I need to know about
productivity?”
This is probably the opposite of what you
wanted to hear, but the pieces that comprise
productivity are matched in gravity only by the
very pieces that comprise its opposite.
That’s right, folks. Productivity ﬂourishes when
you know what to do, yes. But it’s also just as
important to know what habits can hinder it.
An understanding that plants need water and
sunlight to survive is paramount, but so is an
understanding that you can’t set your fancy new
chrysanthemum on the lip of your ﬁreplace.
Don’t worry, though. We’ll get into all the specifics here. For each point, we’ll tell you what measures to take, and which to avoid at all costs.

1. SOCIAL MEDIA: THE VENUS FLYTRAP OF THE INTERNET AGE
It’s not your fault. Everything on the internet is so frickin’ clickable these days. Tricksters are lined up around
the block competing for your valuable online attention.
From targeted underwear ads to the useless political ramblings of your uncle that your family no longer
speaks to, these social networks have a way of sucking in the minds of well-meaning scrollers and spitting
them out hours later with nothing at all to show for it.
That, friends, is a total trap. Please do not fall for that. You don’t need any of that so-called “knowledge.” You
need to stay focused on the task at hand instead of stumbling backwards down the dark rabbit hole of the
deep web.

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
You can start by housing each project that you’re working on in its own tab. Out of sight, out of mind. The
less distractions that are in your ﬁeld of vision, the better.
This will keep that all-too-enticing Twitter icon on your home page from catching your eye, eventually
curbing your curiosity about what your high school sweetheart is doing for the holidays this year.
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In addition, did you know that you have the power to mute notiﬁcations from social apps? Of course you
did. Don’t plead ignorance. Exercise that power to keep your phone from playing a chime every time some
stranger on Facebook invites you to play Candy Crush.
You could also try limiting your time on social media. Does that sound extreme to you? Then you might
have a problem. Whenever you catch yourself scrolling mindlessly like a zombie, close out of the window
immediately.
If none of that works, you can always take the cold turkey approach and delete all of those distracting
apps from your phone and desktop so that you can elude the temptation with greater ease.

2. MULTITASKING: PRODUCTIVITY’S IMPOSTOR

“Surely I’m being productive. I am constantly doing ﬁve things at once, and I
never have a spare second to take a break, take a leak, or even take a
breath in between tasks.”
Oh no! It looks like you’ve fallen for the illusion that entraps motivated and driven people across the globe.
Please know this, memorize this, and get it tattooed across your forehead if you have to: Being busy is not
necessarily being productive.
Being wholly occupied comes with an air of immediate satisfaction, but don’t get it confused with a
sense of accomplishment. The latter reward comes from focus and the completion of top-notch work.
Have you ever heard the phrase, “Jack of all trades, master of none”? You could either give a sliver
of your attention to a handful of things simultaneously, or zero in on a single task and devote
your very livelihood to it.
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Making such an eﬀort to juggle multiple projects at once can fatally dilute the quality of your output, which
will devalue both your work and your brand itself.
Would you rather smack a couple bunts that result in a succession of quick outs or a bat-shattering
over-the-fence home run?

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
Concentrate. If you really give 110% of your care, focus, heart, blood, sweat, tears, eﬀort, and mental juice
to one task, don’t you think you’d nail it?
It might help you to make a speciﬁc goal the central focus of your day. Accomplishing one thing at a time
gives you a deep feeling of fulﬁllment and ﬁnality.
This will prevent your work day from feeling monotonous. You won’t be caught up in the same general
thing every day, but instead, smaller, more incremental and totally surmountable tasks.
No more weeks blending together into one grueling blur! Hoo-rah.
Looking for a way to increase stamina, focus, morale, and all-around fuel for your productivity ﬁre? Miniature victories like this along the way will serve as checkpoints, like water stations for marathon runners.
Drink up!

3. TAKING BREAKS: AHHH… SWEET, SWEET, ADDICTIVE RELIEF
We’ve already talked about how “busy-ness” can be a true hindrance in the workplace by fooling you into
thinking you’re being hyper-productive and gradually wearing you down and eroding your will like waves
against a cliﬀ.
This slow grinding stokes the insatiable urge inside of you to take time away from your desk and do something else – anything else – to get your head straight again.
Whether it’s a quick episode on Netﬂix or a spring break party on Panama City Beach, your reasoning
behind wanting the reprieve is normally uniform.
Know this, though, you clever wantrepreneur: Too much of a good thing can be terrible. Cake is great, but
how would you feel if you ate an entire double-decker in 30 minutes ﬂat?
There is an uncomfortable truth regarding time oﬀ that many people refuse to acknowledge: When you’re
working for yourself (as many of you are), every minute you spend away from your business is costing you
something.
It could be progress, or it could be paper money, but someone is paying for that vacation, literally or ﬁguratively.
On top of that, keep in mind that returning to your desk after a nice, cleansing holiday can be diﬃcult.
Your week oﬀ could very well bleed into and taint the productivity of your ﬁrst few days back in the
oﬃce.
Remember how hard it was to pay attention in school on the ﬁrst day back from summer
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break? It takes quite a bit of adjustment to realign yourself to a schedule and tune your brain to the right
frequency in order to regain that focus.

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
If you really want to nip the issue in the bud, you should do your best to avoid being needlessly busy at all
costs. This is the number one cause of that impulse to break from the schedule and give yourself another
holiday.
Breaking up your workday into chunks can cure that monotonous drone that drives many hardworking
geniuses to the brink of insanity.
However, this is not to say that taking breaks is objectively bad. It is important to put things down and
clear your mind every once in a while, especially when you get stuck or hit a creative roadblock.
Taking breaks allows you to remove yourself for a moment, zoom out, reassess, and come back to the
project feeling refreshed, inspired, and ready to kick some serious booty. Sometimes, it’s absolutely necessary to step away.
This concept, like many others, revolves around balance. Make every eﬀort to space things out and learn
to read signs of exhaustion before they worsen. This should keep that urge to steal out the window and
haul tail to the coast at bay.
When you need a break, take it. Just don’t let it become a guilty pleasure that consumes your drive
whole!

4. PRIORITIZATION: SEPARATING THE LUCRATIVE FROM THE USELESS
A habit, albeit a hopeful one, that winds up holding many entrepreneurs back is saying “yes” to every single
opportunity that knocks at your door. Developing discernment and the ability to say “no” is more valuable
than you know.
Poor prioritization can lead to multitasking, as discussed earlier, which results in a massive decline in
productivity. Instead, you’ll want to handle the most important things ﬁrst and work your way down the list
from there.

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
Some things will align with your goals, while others just plain miss the mark. Trust your entrepreneurial gut
instinct.
When in doubt, trace it all back to your mission.
When still in doubt, go with what you know you can immediately receive an ROI on. (This isn’t necessarily
applicable across the board, so that’s where your intuition will come in handy.)
When still in doubt after that, ask yourself the following questions:
1. Do I enjoy this?
2. Will this make money?
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3. Will this bring in new revenue?
4. Will this help maintain current revenue?
5. Is it essential?
6. Is this the greatest contribution I can be making right now?
7. Is there a better use of my time?
8. Will our clients love this?

5. YOUR COMPETITION: STOP STARING AT THEM, IT’S CREEPY
Unfortunately, this isn’t solely an issue that entrepreneurs struggle with. Habitually, from the day you were
born, you’ve been comparing yourself to others.
Although it can be very useful as far as learning and gauging where you are in the lineup, it is dangerously
easy to get tangled up in the act and lose yourself in the process.
Everyone has their own cocktail of factors that works perfectly for them. You might have a friend that wakes
up at 4 am every day and runs 15 miles. Sounds insane, right? But it’s his recipe for productivity, not yours.
Focusing on the competition won’t get you ahead. If your eyes are on your neighbor rather than on your
own performance and the road ahead of you, the odds of you tripping and falling are 10x greater.
What your competitor is doing might work for them, but the trap is assuming that it would work for your
brand as well. We can’t stress enough how unique each venture is. There are countless variable that eﬀect
things like this.

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
Be that uncatchable, enviable competition! Don’t give anyone else that power, because YOU deserve it.
Listening to other people is one of the most useful ways to grow, and rooting around the web for resources
can be an incredible help when you’re looking to learn.
However, adopting their exact structure or method might not jive with you, which could discourage you
and siphon all of your willpower right out of your nose. Or, wherever it’s stored in the human body.
Take the time to experiment and tailor something that is expressly eﬀective for your personality type,
your level of energy, and your work style.
Preferences and comfort are huge when you’re looking to increase productivity, so jump through the trial
and error hoops until you ﬁnd the perfect mixture that complements the nature of your work and your
goals.
Finally, measure your success against your own performance in terms of progress. As soon as you use
another entity for your benchmark, you lose sight of yourself and get caught up in the rat race. Improve
upon your own work, not theirs!

6. FAILURE: THE BUILDING BLOCK OF SUCCESS
Let’s get one thing out of the way right out the gate: Sometimes, things suck. You lost the deal,
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you dropped the ball, you burnt your proverbial toast. We’re not saying that bad things don’t happen.
What we are saying is that perspective has everything to do with the nature of your reality. See if you can
apply a positive attitude to the trial you’re going through. What lesson can you learn from this?
Even the worst, most miserable and embarrassing failure imaginable can be transformed into a life-changing lesson or opportunity that arms you for success in the future. Smells like alchemy, sounds like wizardry,
but it’s all real – and very, very eﬀective.
Don’t get sidetracked and waste buckets of time kicking your own butt for messing up. What doesn’t kill
you makes you stronger. Nobody said it won’t sting a bit, though.

“So what am I supposed do about it?”
Be the boss that you are and follow these simple steps when faced with a failure:
1. Accept the circumstances that you are in
2. Let go and forgive the culprit behind your misfortune (yourself if necessary)
3. Start digging for opportunities in the rubble
4. Give thanks for the lessons that you’ve learned and apply them in the future
Resilience is the cornerstone of a good entrepreneur. Someone fails every ﬁve seconds doing exactly
what you’re trying to do, so don’t sweat that part. It’s all about being able to bounce back with more vigor
and know-how than ever!
The sooner you start failing, the sooner you start learning. Talk to any successful entrepreneur and you’ll
ﬁnd out just how essential failure is to the journey.
Navigate your way to productivity by avoiding pitfalls.
Now that you can identify these tricky traps, it will be much easier to stay on the straight and narrow.
Keep those blinders on! Block out distractions, maintain focus, and keep that gaze trained on the prize.
Apply these tips and watch your productivity double before your very eyes.

+
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Part 3.
Tricks and hacks that
will keep you on track
A lot of the hang-ups you’re struggling with look
like one thing on the surface, but they’re really
something else at their roots. It’s a tricky
business, we know.
Your best bet is to address each matter at its
very source, which boils it down to the routines
and habits that have become natural and normal
to you over time.
You can put a Band-Aid on a cut, but why not
cure the infection instead of just stopping the
bleeding?

1) Stir a little structure into your routine and watch what happens.
Structure is important. Consistency is important. Stability is important. These are characteristics that actually beg productivity.
Being unfocused, unproductive, and unmotivated are classic side eﬀects of systemic problems that have
surprisingly simple cures.
This conversation might make us sound like ﬁnger-wagging parents, but we need to have… the talk.
a) Get some dang sleep, would ya?
Morning routines are invaluable to the life of an entrepreneur. Have you ever ordered coﬀee from someone who certainly woke up on the wrong side of the bed? Poor sleep is the key ingredient in the recipe for
bad business.
Although all-nighters might make you feel superhuman in the moment, they can throw you way oﬀ course.
The next few days will morph into frantic, yet yawn-ridden matches of catch-up rather than fruitful,
focus-ﬁlled ventures.
Try going to bed at the same time every night – or at least get as close as you can to adhering to a sleep
schedule. It doesn’t have to be precise to the minute, so yes, you can stay up until your hockey team is
done playing. But then it’s time to snooze..
In the same vein, see if you can set an everyday alarm on your phone and actually stick to it. This will
keep your melatonin production and circadian rhythm in the loop about when you are in work mode and
when it’s time to hit the hay.
Don’t hesitate to plug in your favorite song as the tone. Hearing “Don’t Worry, Be Happy” at the crack of
dawn would make greeting the day much less arduous.
Or maybe something less cheesy. Doesn’t matter, though. This is a judgment-free zone. Whatever works
for you.
b) Ditch your irregular trash-heap of a diet (no oﬀense).
Get that milkshake oﬀ of your desk. Do you think that is feeding your brain what it needs?

+
I bet you didn’t even know that you could score an entire well-rounded, already-prepared, fresh, delicious
paleo meal for less than twice that. This prevents you from eating out or trying to eat cheap – or worse,
both.
Admittedly, the thought of signing up for a meal service sounds like some hoity-toity 1% crap, but there
are some aﬀordable ones out there that totally deliver on the ﬂavor front.
The beauty here is two-fold, so pay attention. Of course the meals are pre-planned and proportioned
healthily (making sure you’re not overeating just because you have access to giant amounts of food).
The other side of this coin is that having all of your culinary endeavors sorted out before you even
get out of bed in the morning means that you are saving inordinate amounts of time.
Time you could spend being productive.
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Think of the collective hours you spend deciding where to eat next, actually driving there and back, waiting
for your food, and paying for it.
Cooking at home? The same principle applies. Grocery shopping, prep and cook time, dishes and cleanup.
We’re talking quite a bit of energy and clock ticks that you could save with a meal plan.
Some of them come out to about $7 per meal, but think about it this way: Would you pay $21 for a 26-hour
day instead of the standard 24-hour one?
You’d be parting with an Andrew Jackson in exchange for the superhuman ability to create time out of thin
air. Can you say, “WORTH IT”?
It’s not just about what you eat, though. Keeping your meal schedule regulated and eating around the
same time every day will make a diﬀerence as well.
Staving oﬀ hunger while you’re trying to keep your nose on or near the grindstone means that you’re resisting one of the most powerful distractions known to man… SNACKS. *shudders*
Don’t forget the water. Suﬃcient hydration is essential for healthy brain function and helps clear mental fog,
keeping you on the ball.
c) Your desk is a freaking mess (no oﬀense x2).
When you are elbow-deep in clutter, it is extra challenging to buckle down. Keeping folders and documents in neat piles on your desk – or even better, not on your desk at all – allows you to focus on the task
at hand without being jerked out of the productivity zone.
Get into the habit of clearing your workstation at the end of every day. Put away what needs to be put away
so you can kick down your door the next morning and sit down to a clean slate.
d) An 8-hour workday doesn’t have to suck you dry.
Adding a touch of structure to your schedule can help relieve that rush of mid-afternoon fatigue that
washes over you daily like a tidal wave.
To prevent this, break your workday up into 2-3 hour chunks of uninterrupted focus on diﬀerent things.

+
When you move on to the next task, don’t carry the previous one with you. That’s how hours bleed together
into soul-crushing monotony.
One thing at a time.
2) Pay attention to how you spend (and waste) your precious time on this ﬂoating rock.
None of us really know exactly how much time we are throwing away on a daily basis. Without facts and
ﬁgures to shock us into overhauling our lifestyles, how are we ever supposed to change anything?
Give this a try: track your time on a spreadsheet over the course of a month or so. Make categories
that apply to your routine and log how many hours you spend doing each activity.
Some examples could be exercising, eating, spending time with your friends or spouse,
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shopping, working, scrolling through social media, watching Netﬂix, and so on.
The rat race is so all-consuming that most of us mindlessly participate without realizing how ineﬃcient it’s
making us. Breaking things down and quantifying them lets you visualize and comprehend how pervasive
(and destructive) your habits truly are.
Hopefully, this will not inspire existential dread and anxiety in you. It’s actually a much-needed opportunity
to break free from the cycle of unproductivity that you’ve grown so accustomed to. Chances are that you
didn’t even know you were stuck.
Pro tip: You can also try this exercise with tracking how you spend your money. You’ll be like, “Who the
heck spends $128 on alcohol in one week? How does that even happen? I need to get it together.”
3) Shrink your inner circle – Yes, that means you will have less friends. It’s okay, we promise.
It is perfectly healthy to be picky about your network! Is it scary to end friendships? Sometimes.
Is it necessary to end friendships that are a disservice to your growth? Always.
Remember that it’s okay to have standards. If someone is holding you back, it could be time to kick them
to the curb and minimize your network. Quality over quantity.
By that same token, don’t be afraid to spend time with people who are “better” than you, aka people who
have what you want. Jealousy won’t serve you here, so view them as shining examples that you can learn
from instead of competition.
Your immediate surroundings have a monumental impact on the way you behave and the habits you
develop. The inner circle that you chisel out of the crowd should challenge you intellectually and embody
the values that you hold dear.
You can’t become what you haven’t seen or heard. Surrounding yourself with those who are currently
killing the game should inspire you and remind you that it is totally possible. If these folks can do it, so can
you. Simple as that.
Hanging around the right type of people puts you within osmosis distance of traits and tricks that most
resources can’t oﬀer in such an engaging, hands-on manner.
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Negative inﬂuences can hold you back and knock you oﬀ the horse. Trim the fat every so often and reassess which relationships are healthy, positive, and symbiotic, and which are bleeding you like a stuck pig.

“But I don’t personally know anyone who is a positive inﬂuence on me. What
am I supposed to do?”
This is actually true for more people than you might realize, so don’t feel alone. You can still “surround”
yourself with the right people, but on a less literal level. (Don’t worry, it’s just as eﬀective.)
A few handy tricks: listen to podcasts about what you value, read books by inspiring people, watch
videos of powerful speakers, and keep positive and inspirational quotes within your eyesight.
Even tossing some scribble-ridden sticky notes spouting upbeat, encouraging messages on a
bathroom mirror could give you that extra kick you need to keep your head in the game.
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4. Jam the F out at your workstation.
In an oﬃce setting, the slightest clink of a stapler or glug-glug of a water cooler can be enough to snap you
out of the zone and steal your attention – and productivity – right out from under you.
Throwing in some headphones and listening to music can keep you locked in on your work while eliminating distracting noises.
While some people ﬁnd easy listening music with no lyrics the most helpful because there’s so little going
on, others want to blast some gangster rap or brutal death metal.
It’s all a matter of preference, so in the end, go with whatever keeps you motivated and focused on your
work.
5. Your computer setup should look like the command center of the USS Enterprise.
You spend all day hunched over your computer, straining your neck and eyeballs while it burns a hole
straight through your poor lap to the unwitting oﬃce chair beneath your bum.
The screen is tiny. You keep having to zoom to 150% in order to properly read text on a website or a document, but you don’t want to admit it.
Have you ever thought that this seemingly irrelevant factor could have a tremendous inﬂuence on the way
you work?
Mainly, this has to do with what you allow into your ﬁeld of vision. Say that your screen is 13 inches across.
How much of your immediate eyesight does that occupy?
Your peripheral is picking up the trees swaying outside, your neighbor’s cat eating ﬂowers again, and your
acoustic guitar in the corner. You might as well pick it up for a few minutes and see if you can remember
how “Wonderwall” goes, right?
This is one of the typical traps that small, single screens set. If your work only takes up a puny sliver of your
ﬁeld of vision, this means that deadly distraction is looming at arm’s length, waiting for the right moment to
strike.

+

Also, we know this part is going to sound super insane, but hear us out. How do you feel about having…
multiple monitors? Seems unnecessary, until you consider the research.
Microsoft is one of those companies that will stop at nothing to discover what can extract the highest level
of productivity from an employee. They dumped millions into trying to learn the secret, and here are the
results.
Using bigger screens, and multiple screens, made the biggest diﬀerence across the board as far as creating the environment most conducive to productivity. That’s it.
It saves you from having to click over and over again, maximizing and minimizing tabs, and running the
risk of some shiny icon on your desktop catching your eye and luring you in.
You already know that keeping each project in its own tab helps eliminate distractions on the
sidelines. The same logic applies to giving each piece of the puzzle you’re working on its own
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screen.
Keeping things organized and diﬀerentiating your tasks allows whatever you are doing at this exact
moment to occupy all of your attention and maintain your entire focus.
Don’t want to spend the money? Well, before you toss the idea, consider the ROI.
Would dropping a few bucks on an additional monitor today keep you from peeing time down the drain
and ultimately hold your focus in the long term?
Don’t believe it? Well, you should. It’s science, man. Microsoft already did the digging.

“Some of these things seem way too simple to work. I’m not sure if I buy this
whole thing.”
That’s the beauty of it all. It is so blatantly obvious, and yet we all overlook these factors repeatedly
because they’re right under our nose.
It’s simple. But isn’t that better than the alternative? What if we gave you annoyingly complex advice that
would be endlessly diﬃcult to apply to your daily life? Now that would be a rip-oﬀ.
This is real-life, actionable stuﬀ that you can put into practice right now! You’ve waited long enough, and
if you’ve read this much of the book, it’s clear that you’re ready to make the necessary changes to boost
yourself to the next level.
Manually amending your routines and practices to embody the concepts we’ve discussed here will have a
borderline immeasurable impact on your productivity.
Go ahead, give any of these a shot. Feel free to stare into the distance incredulously as the very nature of
your attitude, and ultimately the product of your hard work, transform. It’s straight up fascinating.

+
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Part 4.
8 online tools you should
be using right now
We’d like to kick oﬀ this portion of the series with a
disclaimer: Of course you absolutely CAN beast
your way to next-level productivity by yourself.
The power isn’t hidden outside of you, locked
away in some program in the deep web.
It’s lying dormant inside of you. All you have to do
is tap into it, and you’ll have a wealth of unshakeable focus at your ﬁngertips. Heartwarming,
empowering, and a touch patronizing, but 100%
true.
But as you might have come to realize, it’s pretty
freaking hard to just dive deep into your psyche
and overhaul the roadblocks that are standing tall
in your way.
What we are discussing is cutting the cord
between you and the most common online sidetracking bogies.
Trying to lose weight? Don’t keep Twinkies in your
house. It’s the same concept, and it’s overwhelmingly eﬀective.
So here are some dynamite time-saving, distraction-stiﬀ-arming tools that will undoubtedly aid
you in your eﬀorts. Not that you need them or anything, but… You know, just in case you do. (You do.)

1. Momentum: Encouraging mom-style motivation every time you crack open a new tab on your
browser.
First a disclaimer: It’s not literally mom-based, so if that stuﬀ weirds you out, still give it a shot.
Be honest, you don’t talk to your parents enough anymore. They wiped your butt for half of your natural life,
but you can’t ﬁnd the time to call them on the weekends? Tsk tsk. For shame.
And even if your personal mama wasn’t big on the positive reinforcement front, you’ve probably seen
enough painfully cheesy, overly predictable cookie-cutter sitcoms starring mothers whose entire character arcs are based on maternal morale boosting.
Right now, whenever you create a new tab, regardless of your intentions, you are bombarded by daunting,
seductive traps that beg your immediate attention.
Google Chrome presents you with your most frequently visited sites right oﬀ the bat, which is basically like
dangling carrots in front of a horse.
Your browser is basically saying, “Here you go, friend. I know you opened this to check your website statistics, but are you positive you don’t need to check Reddit’s list of funny toddler videos again? They might
have uploaded something new since this morning.”
This might look like Chrome is being sweet and trying to make your day easier, but whether it’s on purpose
or not, it is fatefully tempting you to veer oﬀ course.
With Momentum, clicking that “new tab” button will bring you face to face with an inspirational quote
backed up by beautiful, calming scenery. Ahhh…
And as if that’s not enough, you can also insert a to-do list, which will pop up in the place of all of those
terrifying suggestions that normally swarm you. This is similar to a stern mother with piercing eyes prying,
“Shouldn’t you be ﬁling your taxes, young man?”
This tool persistently reminds you that a) you have a boatload of things to do today and b) you can absolutely, positively handle all of it because you are superman, all the while eliminating the romantic allure of
the Facebook tab staring you down with googly eyes.
2. News Feed Eradicator: Going straight scorched earth on the useless drivel that your loose
acquaintances shove down your throat.
You don’t care about Jamie’s stamp collection, so why are you thumbing through all 115 photos? Likely
because you don’t want to get to work. Understandable, for sure.
Now, we’re not pointing the ﬁnger. It could be a conscious stab at procrastination, but the odds are that
you’re not even aware of how much time you’re wasting because the powerful magnetism of social media
has you gasping for air in its vice grip.
The problem here is that as soon as you open Facebook, you are confronted by your timeline. A quite
literally endless stream of things that do not even remotely pertain to your interests is calling your
name like a siren.
Keep in mind that we are not trying to trash talk Facebook at all. It is an incredible asset when
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used correctly, so dropping the outlet altogether might come back to bite you. This, along with #3 and #4,
will help level the playing ﬁeld and keep your head in the game.
Instead of jumping ship, use News Feed Eradicator. The typical garbage that ﬁlls up your screen when you
log in will now be replaced by an inspirational quote.
3. Facebook Messenger: Because communicating with your customers is more important than
creeping through their proﬁles and liking Christmas photos from 2011.
Are you logging onto Facebook to respond to a consumer query or hit that investor back? First of all, have
you ever heard of email?
If email is not your thing, using the Messenger app grants you access to all of your conversations without
teasing you with the downright evil option to sniﬀ through your newsfeed and troll your day away.
4) Facebook Pages: View insights and make posts without being reminded that your brother is drinking out
of coconuts in Jamaica while you’re stuck in the oﬃce.
In a perfect world, you handle all of your business matters through your company’s page, keeping your
personal aﬀairs on your personal account.
Of course, no one is perfect. Using the Pages app means that, when you log in to handle business stuﬀ, you
will only have access to business stuﬀ. Nothing personal will be readily available.
5. Hootsuite: Owls aren’t just for delivering parcels to Hogwarts anymore.
Like we’ve discussed, social media has become an inarguably necessary evil. Going against the grain and
attempting to make it “oﬀ the grid” could mean the implosion of your business. In the modern era, it’s a
matter of making it work for you.
Making original content posts or sharing things on your page’s timeline is a great way to engage consumers and other businesses. Having an active feed helps maintain your brand’s active image.
However, how much time do you actually devote to staring at your screen, racking your brain for interesting
things to post?
Every day, and for some people, multiple times per day, you remove yourself from your current task to dip
your toe back into the social media pool. You know this by now, but we’ll remind you: Removing yourself =
productivity loss.
If only there was some way to schedule all of your week’s activity in advance so you didn’t have to break
away from more pertinent work… Oh wait, there is. And it’s called Hootsuite.
You can even go full-on left-brain and schedule all of your posts months ahead of time. This way, you won’t
have to open up the social apps during your workday in the ﬁrst place and risk being whisked away
by some Buzzfeed article about expensive pizza.
Spending 20 minutes a day on social media can really add up. From opening the tab, resisting
mindless clicking and scrolling, crafting the perfect post, and posting it, the whole endeavor
can really devour precious clock time.
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Every day, and for some people, multiple times per day, you remove yourself from your current task to dip
your toe back into the social media pool. You know this by now, but we’ll remind you: Removing yourself =
productivity loss.
If only there was some way to schedule all of your week’s activity in advance so you didn’t have to break
away from more pertinent work… Oh wait, there is. And it’s called Hootsuite.
You can even go full-on left-brain and schedule all of your posts months ahead of time. This way, you won’t
have to open up the social apps during your workday in the ﬁrst place and risk being whisked away
by some Buzzfeed article about expensive pizza.
Spending 20 minutes a day on social media can really add up. From opening the tab, resisting
mindless clicking and scrolling, crafting the perfect post, and posting it, the whole endeavor
can really devour precious clock time.
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With Hootsuite or other social media scheduling tools, you can knock a bunch of it out in one sitting, concentrating fully in social media mode. Making something your primary priority and staying focused on that
one eﬀort for a period of time drastically streamlines the quality of your posts.
6. Slack: The grown-up version of AOL Instant Messenger.
It is a little diﬀerent, though. Yes, you can technically choose your screen name, but you should shelf “bigmoneyballer5000” for now. It worked in 2003 when you were spitting game at your chat room crush, but it
might be time to retire it.
You know, now that you’re an adult and all.
When running a team, instant communication is absolutely essential. Try to block out the temptation of
simply using Facebook or Skype for chatting purposes, because other people signing on might steal your
attention away. Instead, use Slack!
It’s more of a business-centric instant chat program, where you can send lightning-fast messages to
coworkers. This is another classic example of keeping your business with your business and your play with
play.
While incredibly useful, if you’re not careful, it can devolve into AIM 2.0. Don’t fall into the GIF trap! Admittedly, it is fun to shoot goofy jokes back and forth, and it deﬁnitely can help ease your mind during a busy
day, but don’t let it become a habit.
7. LastPass: For when you are fed up with getting locked out of your accounts because you
can’t remember your FREAKING passwords.
“It was bahamamama12, right? Or was the B capital? Wait, is this one of those sites that requires a special
character like an exclamation mark or an underscore? Let me try again… Oh, great. My account is frozen. I
JUST WANT TO CHECK MY PAYPAL BALANCE.”
Let’s not spend this whole section talking about how annoying and taxing it can be to keep track of your
plethora of slightly diﬀerent passwords for online accounts – although we totally could.
Instead, let’s talk solutions. Let’s talk LastPass. This tool streamlines sign-ons, while only requiring one
single password in total.
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The pressure is oﬀ, and that terrible memory of yours can ﬁnally come to terms with its inadequacy while
leaning on a computer program to do the heavy lifting for it.
It doesn’t stop there, though. You can share accounts and passwords with people on your team, which
means that you won’t have to buy multiple accounts for each member.
This saves you time, money, and hassle. What more could you ask for?
Concerned with security? You shouldn’t be, because you can create folders within your account that
only certain users can access. You have free reign over who can look at what, adding and removing
people as you please.
Got beef with LastPass for some strange reason? No worries, there are other options. Try
1Password or KeePass.
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8. RescueTime: Watching your every online move like some NSA big brother, but for good reason.
At ﬁrst glance, this sounds a little skin-crawly and violating, but give it a chance. Yes, it meticulously records
all of your activity down to the minute. Yes, the idea of having to come to terms with how you spend your
time online sounds mortifying.
But it will be so, so good for you. We promise. It shines a light on your deepest, darkest, most insidious
habits (like browsing Amazon for phone cases) and presents you with an opportunity to kick them.
This Chrome extension tells you the ugly truth: You spent an hour and 18 minutes watching YouTube mannequin challenge videos yesterday. Come on, you’re at work. Get it together!
RescueTime isn’t just a ﬁnger-pointer, you wounded soldier. It’s time management software, designed to
highlight your online behavior and hopefully inspire change, if necessary.
Reviewing the statistics will also grant you the ability to see through the illusion of sites that masquerade
as productive and useful, but are actually giant, ravenous time-gobbling beasts. (Not listing any sites here
for legal reasons, but y’all know who you are.)
Being aware of how you spend your time is the ﬁrst step in the journey of making the necessary amendments to boost your productivity.
Conveniently, this tool doesn’t ask you to log everything yourself – and let’s be real, you would deﬁnitely
fudge the numbers anyway.
The quantiﬁcation of something like this can have a tremendous impact on your habits. Of course you will
feel convicted, but sometimes that’s what it takes to kick nasty habits. Consider it an AI intervention.

“I don’t like the idea of having to rely on external factors to increase my productivity. I’d
rather do it au natural without feeling dependent on something outside of myself.”
We certainly get that, but don’t let yourself grow too proud to accept help. Many of these tools are widely
used, and only wish to help you establish yourself in a brand new foundation of healthy habits.
It’s not like taking steroids or anything. More like a vitamin. Or just buying veggies at the grocery store.
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You likely won’t need to use these forever, either. Initially, they are here to ease you into the new, doubly
productive chapter of your life that is right around the corner.
Soon, you’ll be an absolute beast when it comes to dodging distractions and staying focused for hours and
even days at a time. For the moment, though, don’t be afraid to reach out and grab one of these helping
hands.
Who knows? Maybe the simple free download of one of these programs could save you from some of
your most devious pitfalls.
These tiny tweaks to your procedure are only going to gift you with more hours on the clock each
day – hours you can spend churning out top-quality productivity.

+
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Part 5.
Focus and prioritize like
an elite entrepreneur
Hopefully you’re not looking for gigantic, ornate
catacombs of advice, because you’ll be wildly
disappointed. The secrets behind the productivity
of the most successful entrepreneurs aren’t grandiose and magical at all.
Instead, they’re seemingly miniscule and
slap-you-in-the-face obvious. The persistent act
of nailing a bunch of tiny targets every time they
pop up eventually equates to enormous wins by
proxy.
That’s something to remember as we continue:
Simplicity is a lifesaver. De-clutter whenever you
can. Go minimalist so that you can save your complexity for things that actually beg for it.

KEEPING YOUR HEAD IN THE GAME

101

Your phone could very well be your productivity’s mortal enemy.
As it stands right now, you don’t own your phone. It is not your possession, your tool. Whether or not you
are willing to admit it, there is a daunting possibility that it might own you.
That’s right, you chump. You’ve been made a fool by the very intelligence that has the word “smart” in its
name.
The ﬁrst step is admitting that you have a problem. This pocket-sized marvel of technological advancement has single-handedly robbed you of countless hours of your existence that you will never get back,
no matter how hard you try.
Un-addict yourself from your phone, in all its splendor and fearful might.
When was the last time you experienced 3 straight hours of unbroken focus? Yeah, sit there and really
think about it. No Gmail alerts, no Instagram likes, no heinous cellular interaction whatsoever.
Even one slight vibration or ﬂash of light can snap you out of focus. The devil on your shoulder that was
helpfully trying to correct your typos a moment ago is now tugging on your earlobe and whispering slyly,
“But what if it’s important?”
It takes a whopping chunk of energy to tune that voice out and stay locked into your work. Even if you
overcome the urge itself, you are using up a considerable portion of your mental faculties in doing so.
You can take matters into your own hands by switching that smartphone to “Do not disturb” mode. We
know that sounds scary, but your jaw will drop when you get 8 hours of work done in 90 minutes.
Returning to your phone afterwards, you’ll realize what you missed: absolutely nothing.
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How about placing your phone face down? “Now, that’s downright absurd,” you protest. “How will I know
when totally irrelevant, useless things happen that don’t pertain to my present situation whatsoever? Oh
no! It’s the end of the world!”
Cry me a river. Now mute that thing once and for all.
Too much of a scaredy cat to mute it? Then conduct a monthly audit of your apps and notiﬁcations.
So you’re running a Facebook campaign and you want updates from it in real time. That’s ﬁne and dandy.
But in 3 weeks, when the ad is long dead, you need to rewire your notiﬁcation settings so that they align
with your current needs.
Conditions vary from month to month, and even day to day depending on the nature of your work. It
is absolutely vital to recalibrate on a regular basis to ensure that every little vibration is expressly
necessary to the mission at hand.
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Oh, and you could always totally eliminate social apps from your phone altogether.
This seems radical to the phone addict, but is it? Think about the psychological reason behind aimlessly
scrolling through social media. Most of the time, it’s solely because you have instant access in the palm of
your hand.
Sitting on the couch with a bowl of popcorn in your lap, you will eat the entire thing without blinking. Why?
Did you actually plan on devouring 3 gallons of buttery goodness?
No, it just kind of happened. And you didn’t even realize it until your ﬁngernails scraped the bottom of the
bowl and your tongue ﬁnished tracing the unpopped kernels for excess salt and oil.
The odds are that, if you really are a serious buckle-down type of entrepreneur, you originally installed
these apps for business purposes. Your intention wasn’t to get sucked into a portal of meaningless updates
from strangers.
To improve productivity, drop those apps and run all of your Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter interactions
from your work computer instead.
It sounds limiting, but it’s actually liberating.
If you really, really, really need to keep the apps and the notiﬁcations (and you probably don’t, you liar,
liar, pants-on-ﬁre), at least ﬁlter your contacts and their settings.
You are clearly too lazy or petriﬁed or pissed oﬀ at us to take any of the above measures, so please consider this one. Your current Facebook settings likely allow anyone on the entire planet to buzz your phone
whenever they please.
By tinkering around with these settings, you can allow messages from certain contacts to show up in your
inbox without all the fanfare.
Some of you might think that having notiﬁcations on means that you are just being attentive. Who do you
think you’re fooling? You just love distractions and you can ﬁnally justify it.
Silence the less pressing conversations and only keep notiﬁcations activated for the ones that pertain to
your current mission.
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Now that your phone isn’t buzzing every two minutes, here comes the hardest part of all: Stop habitually checking it.
Would you just put it down and leave it alone for a moment? Having your face cemented to your phone
screen gives oﬀ terrible vibes to those around you.
Not only is this a rude habit, but it could very well have a more long-lasting impact on the integrity of your
business and personal relationships than you can perceive right now.
When you are spending time with people (or just plain being productive in general), checking your
phone is literally clocking out of the present moment. Bad move.
It’s not like you’re going to miss out… Well, you are, but who cares?
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Watching, clicking, reading, and listening to every nugget on the net would squash your career and
personal life into a shapeless pulp.
There’s simply too much out there to consume. Even if you dedicated a 55-hour lunch-less workweek to
swallowing it all, you’d still be out of the loop. You might as well throw in the towel now and accept defeat.
You need to set some standards and stick to them. Cut out everything that does not pertain to your life
and work, sticking with only relevant pieces of information.
Whatever you do, avoid the trap of living for someone else’s mission by constantly keeping up with other
people and losing sight of yourself. Stay grounded and collected by centering your energy on your own
personal mission.
Want to put your big boy trousers on? Cut to the chase and try using your phone as it was meant to be
used.
Bizzare but true: Did you know that telephones were once used to transmit your voice to someone in
another location, and their voice back to you?
Imagine that. Using a phone… to make a phone call. What year is it, 1761?
Spoken conversation is more eﬃcient than typing or texting, hands down. In the amount of time it took you
to type, re-type, edit, and spell-check that email, you could have had the entire discussion over the phone
three times in all sorts of diﬀerent goofy accents.
Many people have an email conversation over the course of several days or weeks, sending one or two
messages a day. Would you just pick up your godforsaken phone and call the guy already?
Can you please, for the love of all that is holy, focus on one thing at a time.
The very act of multitasking could be the biggest obstacle between you and your hyper-productive higher
self.
Don’t spread yourself too thin. The shiny objects on the sideline are excellent distractions, but you can’t fall
for that old trick. It doesn’t matter if they seem like easy ventures, or even lucrative ones.
Focus on the exact thing that you want to do, and do it well. The other opportunities will sniﬀ you out and
come knocking when you have established that foundation.
We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again: Give one project at a time your complete attention, and watch
excellence pour out of your every motion.

+
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GETTING YOUR PRIORITIES STRAIGHT
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“I frequently ﬁnd myself getting super backed up. I just don’t have enough time for it all, you know?
I’m too busy.”
Saying you’re “too busy” is a comfortable, hammock-esque safety net that keeps you from having to
swallow your pride and mail all of those newsletters yourself.
You need to be careful, though. When using that excuse, be conscious of this: Are you actually too
swamped, or is it that you aren’t willing to make time for it?
If someone were to say, “My car is totaled. Can you drive me to and from work for the next month? I’ll give
you a million dollars for your trouble,” you’d probably ﬁgure out how to make it happen.
As for deciding what is worth your time, ask yourself the following questions. Their answers should paint
a pretty clear picture of how important the subject is.
1. Does this align with my compass?
Whether it’s God, money, acclaim, your family, success, your mission in life, your intuition, or some parrot
named Captain Rainbow that steers your ship, check in with that navigational system. If an obligation or
opportunity seems to fall in line with that, you are good to go.
2. Does this solve problems or create value?
When you solve problems, you automatically create value. The two concepts are nearly synonymous.
Answer questions, meet needs, and you will experience a dramatic inﬂation of value.
3. Is this a big door in a small market?
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Making a tidal wave in a small pond is where the money is. Conversely, if you are cannonballing into the
Atlantic, it would be surprising if anyone noticed at all. I know we started with a door metaphor, but the
water thing works way better.
4. Can this be easily integrated into my business model?
Your video game store doesn’t need a shoe aisle. I don’t care how much you like them. I don’t care how
well you think they’ll sell. The two things just don’t mix. That’s an orange-juice-and-toothpaste level
combo right there.
5. Will this attract more business?
This is obvious. You can refer to the ripple eﬀect, or the butterﬂy eﬀect, but some small steps can have
tremendous repercussions (possibly career-changing ones) later on down the road.
6. How does this pan out in the long term?
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Do NOT get caught up chasing short-term success. Literally everyone loses and stumbles and starves to
death in the ﬁrst lap. Play the long game and shoot for that stability, because that’s where the grand prize
lives. Keep things in perspective and you should be in the clear.
7. Is the juice worth the squeeze?
Remember that manpower, energy, and mental eﬀort are ﬁgurative forms of currency. Spending too much
of these things on what would be a comparatively unworthy ROI is a telltale sign of something that doesn’t
deserve to be on your to-do list in the ﬁrst place.
Doing a weekly reassessment of your priorities keeps you from getting stuck in a rut.
Some things are done for money’s sake, and money’s sake alone. Others are more of a fulﬁllment endeavor, and that’s ﬁne as well. Your priorities will oscillate depending on your immediate goals, so adjust as often
as necessary.
Also, did we mention how important making a physical to-do list is? Oops. Well, it’s important.
We get it. You think you’re smart. You think your bulging brain has superhuman capabilities. You’re that
hot-shot waitress that doesn’t write down any of the orders for a 14-top table because she can “remember
it all.”
No one is saying that you’re not smart, but we are kind of urging you to get the list out of your head and
onto a piece of paper. Don’t waste any of your precious mental space keeping track of a laundry list of tasks
that are competing for your attention.
You will either a) forget stuﬀ or b) remember everything, but in doing so, keep a corner of your brain wholly
occupied with keeping track of it all.
Besides, there’s something magical about visualizing tasks in plain text that helps you categorize them in
order of importance.
The easiest approach to take is the “First things ﬁrst” ﬁlter.
TOP PRIORITY: Makes you fat wads of dough right now.
MID-LEVEL PRIORITY: Retains the fat wads of dough that you already have.
WHO CARES HONESTLY: The world will not end if this waits ‘til next week.
All in all, the “secrets” aren’t so elusive.
Success-inducing habits and world-changing levels of productivity aren’t only available to a privileged,
elite few. Other people might have more money than you, more connections than you, or tastier
catered lunches than you, but that doesn’t matter.
Why? Because you know the secrets.

+
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So... what’s next?
Hopefully you didn’t just do that thing where your pupils dance around from bold
word to bold word, never actually retaining a single idea.
(Would you please, for the love of all that is holy, go back and give it another shot?
It’s for your own good.)
It would have been nice if you paid attention while reading this thing, but just in
case you didn’t, it discussed all kinds of useful and actionable tidbits that will arm
you to the teeth with defense against the most powerful and alluring distractions
out there.
You absolutely can use these building blocks to craft an impressively superhuman
set of new habits, expressly designed to bring out the entrepreneurial beast within
you.
Like, why do we have to explain this part to you? Didn’t you read any of it?
Every word was extracted from the brains of very successful entrepreneurs, whose
strategies and tips have already worked wonders in their own lives.

Now, you newly crowned productivity pros, what have we learned?
Well, almost paradoxically, being productive and focused is somewhat of a natural
state of being. It’s all of those shiny distractions that steal us away from that headspace that are the crux of the issue.
Kick them out once and for all to become the go-getter that you were always meant
to be!

